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File No. 1-0006 

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20594 

AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT 

-12, 1976 - __p 

EASTERN AIR LIiCES, INC. 

JOHN F. KENNEDY INTERNATIONAI, AIRPORT 
BOEINC 727-225, N8845E 

JAMAICA, NEW YORK 
J U N E  24, 1975 

SYNOPSIS 

About 1605 e. d. t. on June 24, 1975, Eastern Air Lines Flight 66, 
a Boeing 727-225, crashed into the approach lights to runway 22L at the 

was on an ILS approach to the runway through a very strong thunderstorm 
John F. Kennedy International Airport, Jamaica, New York. The aircraft  

that was located astride the ILS localizer course. Of the 124 persons 
aboard, 113 died of injuries received in the crash. The aircraft was 
destroyed by impact and fire. 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the 

winds associated with a very strong thunderstorm located astride the I L S  
probable cause of this accident was the aircraft 's  encounter with adv.erse 

localizer course, which resulted in a high descent rate into the non- 
frangible approach light towers. The flightcrew's delayed recognition 
and correction of the high descext rate were probably associated with 
their reliance upon visual cues rather than on flight instrument refer-  
ences. However, the adverse winds might have been too severe for a ,. 
successful approach and landing even had they relied upon and responded 
rapidly to the indications of the flight instruments. 

Contributing to the accident was the continued use of runway 22L 
when it shouid have become evident to both a i r  traffic control personnel 
and the flightcrew that a severe weather hazard existed along the 
approach path. 

1. INVESTIGATION 

1.1 History of the Flight 

N8845E. operated a s  a scheduled passender flight from New Orleans, 
On June 24, 1975, Eastern Ai?  Lines Flight 66, a Roeing 727-225, 
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Louisiana, to New York, ?!ew York. The flight departeJ New Orleans 

It proceeded to the John F. Kennedy International Airport, Jamaica, 
about 1319 e. d. t. rl with 116 passengers and 8 crewmembers aboard. 

New York, on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan. 

reported difficulty, and, beginning at 1535:11, Kennedy approach con- 
Eastern 66 arrived in the New York City terminal a rea  without 

trol (Southgate arr ival  controller) provided radar vectors to sequence 
the flight with other traffic and to px i t i on  it  for an instrument landing 
system (ILS) approach to runway 22L at the Kcnnedy airport. The 
flight had received a broadcast on the automatic terminal information 
service (ATIS). which gave in par t  the 1251 Kennesy weather observation 
and other data as follows: "Kennedy weather, VFR, sky partially ob- 

' '  scured, estimated ceiling 4,000 broken. 5 miles with haze.. .wind 210° )f 
, .  a t  10, al t imeter 30. 15. Expect vectors to an ILS runway.221, landing, , ,, ,. ~~ , ,, . 

runway 22L, departures are off 22R.. . ." 
~~ 

At 1551:54, the Southgate arr ival  controller broadcast to al l  
on his frequency, ' I . .  .we're VFR with a 5-mile, light, very 

shower with haze, altimeter clwck 30. 13.. . .It 's ILS 22L, 
1552:43, the controller transmitted, "All aircraft  this f re -  

qcency, we just went IFR with 2 miles very light rain showers and haze. 
The runway visual range is---not available, and Eastern 66 descend and 
maintain four thousand, Kennedy radar 0r.e three two four.' '  Eastern 66 

' ackcowledged the transmission. 

?@ Eastern.66 was one of a number of aircraft  that were being 
vectored t o  intercept the ILS locd izer  course for rmway 22L. At 
1553:22, the flignt contacted the Kennedy final vector controller,& 

to sequence the flight with other traffic, and to position the flight on 
continued to provide radar vectors around thunderstorms in the area. 

the localizer course.]About 1557:21, the flightcrew discussed the 
problems associated with carrying minimum fuel loads when confronted 
with delays in terminal areas.  Lone of the crewmembers stated that he 
was going to check the weather a t  the alternate airport, which was 
LaCuardia Airport, Flushing, New Less than a minute later, 
one of the c resmembers  remarked, more hour and we'd 
come down whether we wanted to or not.3 LAt 1559:19, the final vector 
controller transmitted a message to all a i rcraf t  on his frequency that 
'la severe  wind shift'v-had been reported on thc final approach and that 
he would report  more information shcrtly 3 
- I /  AI'. times herein a r c  eastern daylight bascc! un a 24-hour clock. 
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$! g a s t e r n  Ai r  Lines Flight 902, a Lockheed 1011, had abandoned 
its approach to runwa; 22L at 1557:30. At 1559:40, Eastern 902 re-  

troller, and the flightcrew reported, ". . @e had.. . a pretty good shear 
pulling us to the right and.. .down and visibility was nil, n i l  ou tbver  
the marker.. . correctioll.. . a t  200 feet it was.. . n o t h i n g t l b h e  final 
vector controller responded, ."Okay, the shear you say pulled you right 
and down?" Eastern 902 replied, "Yeah, we were on course and down to 
about 250 f e e t z h e  airspeed dropped to about 10 kn below the bug and 
our rate of descent was up to 1,500 feet a minute,3o we put takeoff 
power on and we went around a t  a hundred feet. 1' 

established radio communications wit -2 the Kennedy final vector con- 

Easter71 902's wind shear report to the final vector controller 
was recorded on Eastern 66's cockpit voice recorder (CVR). While 
Eastern 902 was making this report, the captain of Eastern 66, a t  ' ' 

1600:33, said, &u know this is asinine2O An unidentified crewmember 
responded, PI wonder if they're covering for themselvesj" , 

Y" The final vector controller asked Eastern 66 if they had heard 
Eastcrn 902's report. Eastern 66 replied, ' I . .  .affirmative, ' 1  The 

the outer marker  (OM) and cleared the flight for an 1LS approach to 
controller then established the flight's position as being 5 miles f rom 

ruhway 22L. Eastern 66 acknowledged the clearance a t  1600:54.5, 
EOkay, we'll I . e t  you know about the conditions?" At 1601:49. 5 ,  the 
first officer, w o was flying the aircraft.  c a l g d  for completion of t h e  
final checklist. While the final checklist i tems were being completed, 
the captain stated that the radar was, "Up and off.. . standby. I '  At 
1602:20, the captain said, 'I.. . I  have the radar on standby in case  I 
need it, I can get  it off h te r .3  

k 

At 1602:42, the final vector controller asked Eastern 902, E*. . .would you classify that as severe wind shift, correction, shear?"  
The flight responded, **Affirmative.:? 

4 ' .  At 1602:50.5, the first officer of Eastern 66 said, "Gonna keep 
a pretty ealthy margin on this one. ' 1  An unidentified crewmember 

case he's r igh t .3  
said, "I.. .would suggest that you do:" the first officer responded, "In 

vcrtor controller cleared the flight to contact the Kennedy tower. At 
At 1602:58.7. Eastern 66 reported over the OM, and the final 

1603:12.4, the flight established communications with Kennedy tower 
local corkroller and reported that they were, "outer marker,  inbound. ' 7  

At 1603:44, the Kennndy tower local controller cleared Eastern 66 to 
land. The captain acknowledged the clearance and asked, "Got any 

"1 
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reports on braking action. ..?" The local rontrollnr did not respond until 
the query was repeated. At 1604:14.1, tne local controller replied, ?No, 
none, approach end of runwa:r is wet.. .but l 'd  say about the first half is 
wet--we've had no adverse r e p r t s J  

At 1604:45.8, National Air Lines Flight 1004 reported to Kennedy 
tower, "By the outer marker" and asked the local controller, . . .every- 
one else.. . having a good ride through?3 At 1604::s. 0, the local con- 
troller responded, ILEastern 66 and National 1004, the only adverse 

National 1004 acknowledged that transrr..ie.sion--Eastern 66 dia not 
reports we've had about the approach is a wind shear on short final.. . ." 

I? 

3 e 
Both flight attendants who were seated in the aft portion o i  the 

passenger cabin, described Eastern 66's approach a s  normal--there 
was little o r  no turbulence. According tu one of the attendants, the 
aircraft rolled to the left, and she heard engine power increase signi- 
ficantly. The a i rcraf t  then rolled upright and rocked back and forth. 
She was thrown forward and then upright: several  secottds latex she  saw 
the cabin emergency lights illuminate and oxygen masks drop from their 
retainers. Her ncxl recollection was h e r  escape from the wreckage. 

% g i t n e s s e s  near the middle marker (MM) for runway 22L saw the 

light tower which was located about 1,200 feet southwest of the MM: it 
then struck several o re  towers, caught fire, and came to res t  on 
Rockaway Boulevard. Initial impact was recorded on the CVK a t  

iatitude and 73O 45' W. longitude. 
1605:11.4. The accidellt occurred during daylight hours at 40°39' N. 

ircraft a t  a 1aw.altitude and in heavy r a in2  It first struck an approach 

7 

'1.6 miles from the threshold of runway 221, to near the MM, described 

k e a v y  rain was falling and there was lightning and thunder; the wind 
the weather conditions when Eastern 66 passed overhead a s  follows: 

was blowing: hard from directions ranging from north through east? 

Five witncsses located along the localizer course, from about 

- 
Persons drivi:~g on Rockaway Noulevard stated that a driving 

rainstorm was in progress when thcy saw the a i rcraf t  hit the xpproach 
light towcra and skid to a stop on the Boulcvard. b e r s o n s  located about . 
0.6 miles south of the accident si te stated that no rain was falling at 
their location when they saw the c r a s h g B h e y  stated that the visibility 
to the northeast was good, but that visibility t u  the  north was reduced.\ 
Persohs who were in the north and northwest a reas  of the airport 
between 1555 and i G O O  stated that heavy rain was falling; one stated that 
a violent wind was Mowing from the northwest, 

, 
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~. - ..- .. 
Flying Tiger Line Fli!;ht 161,  a DC-X, had preceded Eastern 902 

on the approach and had landed ou runway 22L about 155( . :15 .  After 

troller: just highly recommend that you change the runways and.. . clearing the runway, a t  1557:30, the captain reported to the local con- 

land northwcst, such a tremendous wind shear down near.. . 
the ground on local controllcr responded,c;_'Okay, we're 

1557:50, the captain of Flight 161 said, don't c a r c  

on that runway you should change it to the northwcst. The local con- 
dicating; I'm just telling you that there 's  such a wind shear on the final 

troller did not respond. A t  1557:55, he t r a n s m i t t e d i h s e d  approach 
directions to Eastern 902 and-asked 'I.. ,was wind a problcm?" Eastern 
902 answered, "Affirmative. " ' L 1:. \ 

\ 

- 
,,.. ~. 

'Ehe Captain of Flying Tiger 161 stated that durin his approach to 
unwav Z2L he entered precipitation a t  about 1.000 feet -I, and he ex- $ 

I 
perienced severe changes of win? direction, turbulence, and dow.drafts 
between the OM and the airport.! €?e observcd airspeed fluctuatims of 
15 to 30 kt1 and at 3% feet he hZ?I?o apply almost maximum Clrust to 
arrest  his descent and to str ive to maintain 140 l a  on his incrtial navi- 
gation system groundspf!ed :x3icator-.~\bhc a i rcraf t  began to drift 
rapidly to the left, and 1,s cventu%lly Tiad to apply 15O to 30° of heading 
correction to overcome the drift. !,&e believed that the conditions wcre 
so severe that the would not have been able to abandon the a p p r o d l ~  
after he had applied near maximum thrust, and therefore he landed.[ 

k \ 3 \ \  T w %  r\i: 
1 

\The captain of East. rn 902 stated that on his approach to runway 
22L he flew into hcavy rain near 400 feet.(: The indicated airspeed .- ~ ' ' ! .  
dropped from about 150 kn to 120 kn in s;>onds and his rate of descrnt 
increased significantly. 'The a i rcraf t  moved to the right of thc localizer 
course, and he abandoned-thc approach. He was unable to a r r e s t  the 
aircraft's descent until he had established a high noseup attitude and 
had applied near maximum thrust. He ;bought the aircraft  had descended 
to about 100 feet before it began'to climb.: 

Two aircraft,  Finnair F l i g h t  105. a DC-X, and N140V. a Beech- 
craft Baron, followed Eastern 902 on the approach. Their pilots stated 
that they also cxperienccd significant airspeed losses and incru?sed 
rates of descent. -Howavc:r, they were able to cope with thc prrnlem 
because they had becn warned uf the wind shear condition and had 

- Z /  All  altitudes herein are mean sea level. 
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b e i t h e r  pilot rcported the wind shear conditions; one pilot stated 
increased their airspeeds substantially to account for, the 

he did not report the wind shear because it had already been reported 
and he believed that the controllers were aware of the situation-4 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

Injuries to Pernons 

Injuries Crew 

Fatal 6 
Nonfatal 2 
None 0 

Damage to Aircraft  

The aircraft  was destroyed. 

Other Damal!e 

Passengers -- Other 

lo6 31  
0 

10 - 0 
0 

. .. . 

A street  l ight  stanchion and a section of chain link fence which bordered 
the  airport were deatroyed. 

1.5 Crew Inforrration 

six approact l ight  towers were destroyed and four were damaged. 

 the crewmembers were qualified and certificated for the flight.',, 
@he four flight crewmembers had been on duty about 8 hours 20 nlinutc;; 

was Fiving an annual line check to thc  flLght engineer. The flightcrew 
on the day of the accidentj  One crewmember, a flight check engineer. 

had been off duty t h e  required time before they reported for duty on 
June 24, 1975. (See Appendix B. 1 

1.6 Aircraft Informntio_n 

rN8845E was owned and operated by Eastern Air Lines, h c .  It 
was csrtificated and maintained in accordance with Federal Aviatiou 
Adrr.4-?istration (FILA)  regulations and requirements'.\ (See Appendix c. ) 

c 

- 3/  One of the  passengers who is listed a s  having nonfatal injuries died 
9 days after the accident. Since 49 Ci7R 830.2 defines "fatal injury" 
as one that results in death within 7 days of the accident, t h i s  
passenger's injuries a r e  listed as nonfatal. 

i 
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N8845E dcparted Nrw Orleans with 38,000 lbs. of JBt-A fuel on i 
kohrd. T l ~ c  fuel consumed durinp the flight was estimated at 26,700 lba., 
and N8845E's estimatrd landing weight was 141,042 11)s. ! A t  that weight 
the aircraft's approach reference speed with 30' of flaps-extended was ! 

I 

about 130 kn. The aircraft 'a  cen:vk :f gravity and weight were within 
prcscribcd limits both for takeoff and lo1 landing.' 

1. I Meteorological Information 

. 
"..Tho woathcr in the Ncw York City are& a t  the time of the accident 

included sr l t tered thunderstorm activity. Weather radar observations 
established that the thunderstorms near the Kennedy Airport were very 
strong with associated heavy precipitation./ 

I 
__ 

The surface weather obscrvations a t  the Kennedy Airport were: 

1251 - Sky partially obscured, estimated ceiling 4,000 
\- 

broken, 5 miles with haze, wind--210° a t  10 kn., 
altimeter setting--30. 15 in. 

- 1550 - 3,000 feet scattered, estimated 6,000 feet broken, 
visihility--5 miles in light rain showers and haze 
t e m ~ e r a t u r e - - 7 7 ~ F ,  dewpoint--71°E', wind--300 b 

north--2 miles, towering cumulus north, rain began 
at 6 kn., altimeter setting--30.13 in., visibility 

at 1515. 

- 1602 -Special, 3,000 feet scattered, estimated 5,000 
broken, visibility--2 miles, thunderstorm, light 
rain showers, haze, wind--210° a t  7 kn., altimeter 
setting--30.13 in., thunder2:orm b:gan a t  1601, 
thunderstorm overhead moving northeast, occasional 
lightning cloud to cloud, vieibility south--5 miles. 

- 1606 -Special, similar conditione to those reported a t  1602 
except: A thunderstorm was north moving northeast, 
visibility--4 miles, and wind--100 a t  4 kn. '' ': 

0 

.. . 

The anemometer, which provides the official wind information on 
the Kenncdy Airpo.rt,is located about midway hetween runways 22L and 
22R and about a mile from the threshold of runway 22L. Remote indicating 
equipment is located in the control tower and the NWS office on the airport. 
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y c  At 1526. the National Weather Service ForecastOffice (NWS), 
ocated in r?lic!tovn Manhattsn, issued e strong wind warning which wad 

valid irom 1600 to 2OOG. Tim warning called for gusty 4,urbce winds to 
50 kn from the west in thunderstorms in the New York CSty tcrminal 
area;\\LThe NWS distributed the war.ling to various faciliiics in tlrc area,  
including the Kennedy control tower and approach control and Eastern 

\ Air Lines operations a t  the Kennedy Airport. There  was no evidence 
x that the warning wa3 disseminated to flightcrews o erating in the a reag  

1 . ./.. ,~ 

The NWS had -ASK-57 weathcr radar equipment located atop the. 
RCA building in midtown Manhattan. The radar returns from the New. 
York City a rea  were unusable for aviation purposes because of ground 
clutter. 

. .  

located a t  Atlantic City, New .Jersey, showed that  an area of thunder- 
storm activity was centered along L1:e northern edfe  of Kennedy Airport. 

. . The area  was oriented west-northwest to cast-southe+~t and was 30 to 
'' 

~ . 35 miles long and ahout 15 miles wide. !-Several groups of thunderstorm 
.. ~ . cells in the area  had tops which exceeded 50,000 f e e 3  The tropopause 

was reported at 46,500 feet. About the time of the accident, t h e  largest  
group of cells, moving east-southeast at a speed of 30 to 35 kn, merged 
with a smaller group of cells, moving east-northeast a t  a speed of about 

There is noevidence that this information was available to either air .- 
20 to 25 kn;/ the cells merged over t h e  a-flroach course to r u w a y  22L. j 

. traffic control (ATC) agencies o r  flightcrews who were operating in t h e  
New York City terminpl area. 

About 8 minuteb before the accident, the NWS weather radar 

f- 

before Eastern 66 departed New Orleans, called for thunderstorms and 
moderate rain showers after 1809. The forecast was amended a t  1430 
to include thunderstorms and moderate ra in  showers after 1515. At 
1545, the forecast was further amended to call for thunderstorms, heavy 
rain showers with visibilities as  low as 1/2  mile, and winds f rom 270° 
a t  30 kn with gusts to 50 kn after  1615. @here was no evidence that the 
flightcrew of Eastern 66 received any of these f o r e c a s t 3  

The NWS terminal forecast  for Kennedy Airport, whicl, wab valid 

c At the  time of the accident, there was no SIGMET in effect for 
the New York City terminal area. 1 ~. 

which was valid from 1215 to 2006, predicted widely scattered thunder- 
The Eastern Air Lines fo:ecast, which was issued a t  1208 and 

storms with tops from 30,000 to 40,000 feet in New York and eastern 

\ 
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New Jersey. The terminal forecast for New York City predicted scattared 
clouds until 2000; thereafter, thunderstorms were possible with l ight  rain 
showers. The flightcrew of Eastern 66 received this forecast before de- 
parting New Orleans. 

1.8 Aids to Navigation 

Kennedy Airport is equipped wi*$ approach control radar and 
numerous VOR and ILS approach aids. ;_Runway 22L is equipped with a 
Category I ILS approach; the glideslope is unusable below 200 feet; 

About 1 1/2  hours after the accident, the FAA flight-cbecked the 
ILS for runway 22L. All components excepl the approach light system 
operated within prescribed tolerances. The approach lights had been 
put out of service by the crash. 

1.9 Communications 
~~ 

~ ... 

ATC air-to-ground radio equipment in the Kennedy Airport 
terminal area,  was operating satisfactorily; however, the frequencies 
in use were congested because of heavy ttaffic. 

1.10 Aerodrome and Ground Facilities 

12 miles southeast of midtown Manhartan. about 9 miles south-southeast 
of LaGuardia Pirpcrt, and about 18 miles east-southeast of Newark 
International Airport in New Jersey. Two se t s  of paralle; r.mw2ys a r e  
available--4-22 and 13-31. left and right. These runways a r e  equipped 
with ILS facilities; however, under IFR weather c~onditions, only one 
runway at a time c a ~ l  be used for  instrument approaches. A short run- 
way, 14-32. is available for general aviation and short takeoff-and-land 
aircraft. Airport elevation is 12 feet. 

Kennedy Airport, located in Queens County, New York, is about 

at the touchdown zone is 12 feet. The runway is equipped with high 
intensity runway lights and a high intensity approach lighting system 
with seqcence flashing lights. There were no visual approach slope 
indicators (VASI) on runway 22L. According to the local controller, 
the runway ind approach lights were on when Eastern 64 crashed. and 
they were set  one step below murimurn intensity. 

Runway 22L is 8.400 feet long and 150 feet wide. The elevation 

The approach light towers struck by the a i rcraf t  were spaced 
100 feet apart  and constructed of nonfrangible material. 

I' 
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1.11 Flieht Recorders --- 
N8635E w a s  squippe6 with a Sundstrand bfodrl FA-542 flight data 

recorder (FDR),  ser ia l  No. L556, ana a Fairchild Model A-100 CVR, 
, . serial No. 3303. Both recorders were recovered intact: all FDR traces  

and CVR channels were recorded clearly. Tho final 10 minutes of the 
FDR traces were read out; the final 5 minutes were plotted. (See 
Appcndix E. ) The full CVR tape w:.s transcribed. 

Pertinent CVR sounds were correlated with k e  FDR airspeed 
and altitude t races  for the 5-minute period before impact. They were 
correlated by matching the time of impact and the times of air-to- 

Thebe events were correlated further to local t ime by comparing them 
witli the time signals on the ATC tapes. 

. grouhd radio transmissions, which were indicated on both recordings. 

. .... . 

. ,  

(ARTS) 1A radar nquipmcnt and the New York air route traffic control ' 

The Kennedy approach cpntrol automated radar  terminal system 

. '  center's (NYARTCC) national airspace system ( N U )  Stage-A radar 
: - . equipment each recorded N8845E's approach to Kennedy Airport. 
.. 

. Characteristics of th,- radar-processing equipment limited these data 
to flight above 2,000 feet for the ARTS 1A and above about 750 feet for 
the NAS Stage-A. Available data were correlated with the CVR and 
FDR data to locate the aircraft 's  position relative to the ground. F r o m  
this correlation, the Safety Board determined N8845E's position relative 
to the I L S  glideslope dr.ring the first par t  of the approach. (See Appendix 

' F. ) 

The correlation of CVR, FDR, and radar data shows that N8845E 
intercepted the glideslope a t  an altitude of about 3.000 feet a t  1601:ZO. 
At that time, the captain commented, "Just fly the localizer and glide- 
slope," and the first officer replied, "Yeah, you save noise that way 

landing gear were lowered. The flidhtcrew was engaged in final cl;eck- 
. and get a little more stability. I' The flaps were extended to 15O and the 

list duties for t h e  next 30 seconds, and the aircraf t  was brac.keting the 
-'glideslope. The airspeed varied between 160 and 170 kn. 

, 
... 
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At 1604:38. 3, N8845E was nearly centsred on the glides!ope when 
the flight engineer called, "500 feet, 1' The airspeed was oscillatinf! 
beween 140 and 148 kn. The sound of heavy rain could be heard a s  tho 
aircraft descended below 500 feet, and the windshield wipers were 
rwitched to high speed. 

.officer responded, "Oh. yes. I'm right with it. I '  At 1604:48.0, the 
flight engineer said, "Three greens, 30 degrees, i h a l  checklist," and 
the captain responded. "Right. ' I  

A t  1604:40.5, the captain said, "Stay on the gauges. " The first 

I . .  . .  

At 1604:52.6, the captain said, "I have approach l igh ts ,  1' and 
the first officer said. "Okay. I t  At 1604:54.7, the captain again said, 

ay on the gauges, '' and the f i r s t  officer replied, O+m with it. 'I 
8453 then was passing through 400 feet, and its rate of descent in- 

onds later ,  the airspeed decreased from 138 kn to 123 kn in 2.5 
m. The aircraft  rapidly began to deviate below the glidcslope, and 

om an average of about 675 feet pe r  minute (ipm) to 1,500 

N8845E continued to deviate further below the glideslope, and a t  
..". . 1605:06.2, when the a i rcraf t  was at 150 feet, the captain said, "runway 

ain replied, "got i t?"  and a second later ,  at lb05:10.2, an un- 
h sight. 1' Less than a second later, the first officer said, "I go1 it. ' 1  

le  exclamation was recorded, and the first oificer commruldcd, 
thrust. ' 1  The sound of impact was recorded a t  1605:ll. 4. 

Because of the landing problems reported by the pilots of 
1 '  Flying Tiger 161 and Eastern 902, t h e  Safety Board obtained their FDR's 

Stage-A radar data provided a basis for determining the time 
ined them. Also, the FDR from Finnair 105 was examined. 

preceded Eastern 66 on the approach by 8 minutes 59 
minutes 28 seconds, and 6 minutes 45 seconds, respectively. 

intervals between the flights. Flying Tiger 161, Eastern 902, and 

. .a 
Flying Tiger 161 was equipped with a Sundstrand Model FA-542 

1 No. 1453A. The recorder t races  showed that after  the 

within 10 seconds. During the same period, the aircraft 's  
4escenderl through 500 feet, its airspeed decreased from 154 

scent increased from 750 fpm to 1,650 fpm. 
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Model 209-E, di$tal flighl data recorder (DFDR). ser ia l  No. 104. 
The DFDR recorded 63 parameters of flikht on magnetic tape. The 
data showed altitude and airspeed deviations similar to those en- 
countered by Eastern 66. 

Eastern 902. a Lockheed 1011, was equipped with a Lockheed 

'* After Eastern 902 had descended below 400 feet, its rate of 
descent increased from 750 fpm to 1,215 fpm, and its airspeed de- 
creased from 145 to 121 kn in 10 seconds. When the airspeed reached 
121 kn, the engine pressure  ratios increased f rom 1.1 to 1.5. The 
airspeed remained at 121 kn for a b y t  6 seconds and then began to in- 
crease. The a i rcraf t  continued to deviate below the glideslope, how- 
ever, until it  reached 75 feet. At that time, Eastern 902 was about 
120 feet below t h e  ILS glideslope,and a positive rate of climb was 
established to execute the missed approach procedure. 

, . .  

The traces showed that the flight was  maintaining about 160 kn while 

oscillated betweer. 148 and 154 kn. After Finnair 105 descended 
it descended to 750 feet. Between 750 and 500 feet, the airspeed 

through 500 feet, the airspeed began to decrease to 122 kn within the 
following 20-second period. The rate of descent increased momentarily; 
however, it  decreased when the a i rcraf t  descended through 250 feet. 
The airspeed increased slightly and continued to oscillate until touchdown. 

1.12 Wreckage 

Finnair 105 was equipped with a Fairchild Model 5424 FDR. . .  , 

tower at an elevation of 27 feet above the mean low-water level and 
2,400 feet from the threshold of runway 22L. The aft end of the jack- 

tower. The aircraft continued and struck towers 8 and 9. The a i r-  
screw fairing for the left, outboard trailing edge flap lodged in the 

craft'v left wing was damaged severely by impact with these towers-- 
the outboard section was severed. The aircr.3ft then rolled into a 
steep left  bank (well in excess of 90') betwecn towers 9 and 10, where 

tower and the beginning of the ground mark was 4.5O. It missed towers 
it first contacted the  ground. Its descent angle between the No. 7 

10, 11, and 12: a gcage in the earth, about 340 feet long, paralleled the 
approach light towers on the northwest side from near tower No. 10 to 
tower No. 13. Three large outboard sections of t h e  left wing were 
located near the beginning of the gouge. 

Eastcrn 66 f i rs t  contacted the top of the No. 7 approach l ight  
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from a mxgnetic heading of 220' to 205O; the funelage s t ruik towers 13, 
Near the No. 13 tower, the aircraft 's  direction of travel changed 

where it came to rest. The approach light towers and large boulders 
14, 15: 16, and 17. The aircraft  than continued to Rockaway Boulevard, 

along the latter portion of the path caused the fuselage to collapse and 
disintegrate. (Sea Appendix G. ) 

There was no evidence of preexisting structural damage o r  
control malfunction, nor was there any evidence of an in-flight fire, 
bird strike, explosion, o r  lightning strike. 

The stabilizer t r im  setting was 8.25 units airplane nooeup. The 
wing leading edge devices were extended fully and the trailing edge flaps 
were extended 30°. The landing gears were fully extended. 

engine was damaged severely. The No. ?.engine w a ~ .  found.beside the 
tail section, and the No. 3 engine remained attached to the tail section. 

Parts of the No. 1 engine were located near tov.er No. 12; the 

. .  ~ 

The fan and compressor blades in all three engines were bent 
'--: or broken ill a direction opposite that of normal fan and compressor 
' . rotation. The rotating components of the front and rear compressor . . 

sections had been damaged by foreign objects. 

There was no evidence that any of the engines had experienced 
overtemperatures. The main oil screens and fuel filters on all three 
engines were uncontaminated. 

acceleration were tested functionally; they operated within prescribed 
The recovered engine components associated with engine 

limits. The eighth-stage compressor bleed a i r  systems of the Nos. 2 
and 3 engines contained debris. The thirteenth-stage bleed air systems 

ngines were clear. The compressor bleed a i r  systems of 
the No. 1 engine were damaged too severely to detect dehria. 

Under the atmospheric conditions that existed at the t ime of the 

, , stage bleed air valve would be closed and the eighth-stage bleed a i r  
accident and at nominal thrust levels of 3,000 lbs., the thirteenth- 

be supplying engine demands. Corresponding values of 
r e  ratio, N1 compressor speed, and N;? compressor 

speed would be 1.20, 62 percent, and 78 percent, respectively. 

. 
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1.13 Medical and Pathological Information 

The flightcrew died from multiple extreme impact injuries. 

preexisting pathological conditions o r  other findings which would have 
Post-mortem exar.?inations and toxicological analyses disclosed no 

~ affected their performances. 

The two flight attendants who survived sustained one o r  more fractures 
Two flight attendants died of multiple extreme impact injuries. 

and multiple contusions and abrasions. The latter injuries were most 
notable over the pelvic a r eas  where their seatbelts had restrained them. 

Some of them also suffered varying degrees of burns. Each of the sur-  
Most of the passengers died from severe multiple impact injuries. 

viving passengers sustained burns which varied from f i r s t  to third degree 

ceived impact injuries and fractures. 

1.14 F i re  

“‘“ever 30 to 70 percent of the body. Some of these passengers also re-. 

.~ 
~~ . - 

aircraft skidded through the approach light towers. There were 
. Fire  erupted after the left wing failed and released fuel a s  the 

, .  ,numerous ignition sources--hot engine components, electrical wiring 
1 in the aircraft, the approach light systcm, and the s t reet  light system-- 
,and many friction sources. Destruction of the fueelage caused more 

,. fuel to be released, and the f i re  continued to burn after the aircraf t  
came to rest. 

alarm about 1606 and the Po r t  Authority of New York and New Jersey’s  
The assistant chief of the Kennedy tower activated the fire 

mediately. The first firetruck arrived at the .scene about 2 minutes 
,.fire department, which is located at Kennedy Airport, responded im- 

,’ later. The New York City Fire Department was notified about 1609, 
and its first units arrived about 4 minutes later. 

The main f i re  was under control in about 2 minutva and was 
extinguished about 3 minutes later. The firemen extinguished a 
number of small f i res  with portable f i re  extinguishers. 

: chemical, 1.430 gallons of foam concentrate, and 24,000 3allo;ls of 
The Por t  Authority f i re  department used 900 pounds of dry 

foam and water mix to extinguish the fires. 

/ 
, 

,/’ 
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The fire department's rapid response prevented fatal burnti to 

-extinguisher foam. 
'the 9 parsengers who ultimatcly survived; some were fcutrd lying in 

The accident generally was not survivable because of thc near 
the aircraf t ' s  fuselage. The cockpit scats, the 
' seats, nnd the passengers' 8eaLr. were torn 
uctures. ;.'le seats  were mang:zd and twisted 
hout the'arca alcng the las t  500 to 600 feet 

ly the aft flight attendants' seats remained 
ructure. Almost all passenger seatbelts 

seat structures and remained fastened. 

When the fuselage disintegrated and the cabin floors and seat 
occupants became unrestrained and un- 

th each other and their surroundings, 

The 14 survivors were seated in the inverted r ea r  portion of the 

iled, t h e y  were less  severely injured 

ft flig!': attendants were able 
he passenger cbhin and the empennage 

syster 's  did not fail, and 

rsenger cahin. Although their seat  support structures (except the 

Personm?l from the Por t  Authority Medical Clinic rrived at 
administered f i r s t  aid to the scrvivors. 
lable anu it wan used to transport six 

marvivors to the Jamaica Hospital. Firemen transported the remain- 

Two of thc 14 survirors  died shortly after they arrived at  the 
ed within 5 days after the accident and 
e r  the accident. 

. .. . . 
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Tests and Resea& 

all PerKormance Analjrses 

Aircraft performance analyses were conducted to determine 
ch Eastern 66. Flying Tiger 161, and Eastern 902 were 
nds they encountered during their approaches to run- 

way 2ZL. The Boeing Company, the Lockheed California Company. the 
Douglas Aircraft Company, and the National Aeronautics and Space 
Ahinistration's Amos Research Center participated in the analyses. 

m the FDR parameters and the NAS Stage A 
During the analyses, the movements of the airplanes through 

ared with the theoretical performance capability 
c model of each airplane. 

The airplane's theoretical performance capability for a given & of conditions (including weight, configuration, thrust, airspeed, and 
lished by a specific plot of vertical speeds versus 
ations. When the valucs for the airplane's rate-of- 

and rate-of-ai.:speed change at  a given instant were not 
calculated theoretical performance capability. the 

produced by changes in the vertical and horizontal components of 
ences were attributed to external forces on the airplane which 

were assumed a s  a function of time. The 
For the B-727 and DC-8 aircraft,  certain thrust settings and 

DC-8 were based on comments from its pilots. 
66's data was based on cockpit conversations, 

ed on the CVK, and standard operating procedures 
for Eastern's pilots. 

otal effect of the wind could be determined by 
exact combinations of vertical and horizontal wind 
auld reproduce the actual flightpaths could not be 

astern 902 provided the information for a more 
is of the winds encountered by that aircraft.  

. However, the additional parameters measured 

For Eastern 902, known DFLlR values were w e d  for a i rcraf t  
Additionally. through use of DFDR values for 

: thb airplane's pitch attitudc and an& of attack, the airplane's instan- 
relative to  the a i r  maas in which it was moving 
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a compared with the 
tive of the measured altitude to find the vertical component of 
d velocity. The remaining effect of wind on aircraft  performance, 
re, was attributed t3  the rate of change in the longitudinal com- 
of the wind velocity. 

md horizontal components of the wind, was established as a function of 
Eastern 902's altitude and its flight-recorder time base. The total 
performance degradation caused by this wind model wa8 nearly identical 

8adySiB of Eastern 66's  flightpath. The wind model was related to the 
to the calculated performance degradation attributed to wind in the 

By the above process, a wind model, defined by the vertical 

's position over the ground by correlating DFDR and radar data. 

t Eastern 66 enccvntered the conditions closer 
t Eastern 66 and Eastern 902 encow~tered similar wind 

The results of these analyse: &owed that Eastern 64 probably 
d on the I L S  glideslopc. 
600 feet to an approxi- 
he aircraft  descendcd 

~wough 500 feet, it encountered a dc.n.ursC. *.ith peak speeds of about 

.&.craft desccnded to 400 feet, where t h , .  6; e.. .! of the  downdraft abruptly 
16 feet per second (fps). The headwind F-.?ixiishcd to about 20 kn 3s the 

*cased to about 21 fps, and the hcxdw-1 wadenly decreased from 20 
lolo 5 kn over a 4-second period. Owing this encounter, the aircraft  

Wcend toward the ground, the downdraft diminished and the longitudinal 
*d component continued t3 derrease. 

idly below the glideslope. As the aircraft  cofitinued to 

d d t  and outflow activity that has been measured in the vicinity of strong, 
The wind model was considered to be consistent with the dcwn- 

del discloscd transient 
ds in which the combination of downdraft speed and the ratc-of- 

onent along Eastern 66's flightpath) might have exceeded the a i r -  
s atatic performance capability. That is, during these transient 

ge (caused by the abrupt decrease in the longitudinal wind 

ircraft  could have lost  airspeed or  altitude, or  both, even 
maximum thrust and regardless of compensatory flight control 

It was hoped that, as a result of these analyses, the effect 
CUI the aircraft's performance while it traversed the changing wind 
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minimum altitude lost. Ilowevcr, the problem is dynamic, cor.qhx, 
conditions during the transient pcriods c.ould be nlcasured in  terms of 

nany variablcs. among which a r e  the aircraft 's entry 
apidity with which corrlpensatory thrust and flight 
e applied. Therefore. the only valid method by which 
he environment on aircraft  control and performance 
was through the introduction of pilot rcsronscs. 

A Bocjng Company fl ight  simulator, programmed with the 
acterist ics of NY845E. was used to 

responses on aircraft  control and pcr-  
sinlulator WBS equipped with a black and 

tcm. The visual system was adjusted to 

ystem and I U  glideslope and localizer 
dition. Thc approach environment. in- 

omctry, was modeled for the runway ZZL approach to Kennedy A i r -  
t. The simulator cockpit, includinz t h e  instrument panel and fligl~t 

727's. The simulator was instrumented to record pertinent flight 
ectnr display* was similar to the cockpits of Eastern Air Lines' 

The simulator was modified to accept wind models consist- 
of chancing vertical and horizontal wind conlponmrts as a function 

aircraft 's  altitude and i ts  distance from the runway threshold. 
wind models were developed, each of whicll was designed to 

and huriisontal wind changes similar 
egoing performance analyses. 

existed in the a reas  above and below the malytical flight track, 

the entire three-dimensional environment. 
necessary to make assumptions about thc  wind in these areas  in 

assumptions used for each of the models differed slightly. The 

a strong thunderstorm located astr ide the localizer course. 
models represented the downdraft and outflow activity associatud 

Since data were not avaiiable to determine the exact winds 

The objectives of t5e simulator tests were: (1) To examine 
robabl, confronted the flightcrew of 
ve the difficultica that a piloL has in 
of an unsafe condition and in responding 

appropriate corrective action. 
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Fourteen ?;Io:G pzrticipatcd in the tests; nine pilots were 
r currently o r  f o rn~e r ly  qualified in  U-727 aircraft.  Each pilot 

. .. several approaches. beginning at the OM, through one or  more 

*peed of 140 to 145 kn, which was 10 to 15 kn above reference speed. 
the wind models. The pilots were tcld to attempt to maintain an 

were given the option of attempting to land 01' executing-a missed- 
' h, but in any event, they were to t ry  to avoid landing short of the 

threshold. 

Fifty-four approaches were flown: on 18 of tlie approaches, 

1 the approach lights. Thirty-one missed-approaches were flown 
mulator reached an  altitude which corresponded to an impact 

mssfully. Only five approaches were flown successfully (placing 
ulator over the runway threshold in a position from which a 
could be attempted). 

.I&, 
" .., 

~~ ~ 
~ 

None of the pilots had problems bracketing i?le glideslope 

Led rapidly below the glideslope. The deviation was exhibited by 
the simulator descended to 500 feet, At 400 feet, the simulator 

ward movement of the flight director command bars  and the 
lt immediate and full-scale deflection of the glideslope deviation 

h t o r .  The 20-kn decrease in airspeed a lso  was displayed. The 
_ _  were prepared for these cues and most responded immediately 
Lthrust increases and noseup control movement. 

'. & 

approaches, any attempt to sim-alate surpr ise  was futile. The 
Although the pilots were told to attempt to "go visual" on 

&@ hesitated to switch frqm instrument to visual cues, partially 
Wee the simulator lacked peri,>hcral imagery. 

p.i,. 
? -  . 

rthe approach lights were reluctant, when adding thrust. to 
Irrupt their instrument scan to verify the engine thrust settinga. 
mequently, most of the pilots actually added less thrust than they 

mght they had added. Also, on several  of the approaches the pilots 
ld not rotate the aircraft  to the pitch attitude commanded by the flight 
Nwctor or to the pjtch attitude needed to stop the rate of descent; the 

The pilots who flew approaches which terminated in impact 

tude change required was about 9O noseup. 

.-trol column to rotate t h e  simulator 9' noseup was more than they 

*nee was realistic but that the forcc was greater than that normally 1 

Several pilots noted that the back pressure  needed on the 

anticipated. Boeing engineers believed that the simulated control 



, 
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'. bequired becanse of the variation in longitudinal trim induced by the 
. .  

&: 

&',-change in the headwind component. 
rapid loss of airbpeed. T h e  loss of airspeed was caused by the abrupt 

, ,  
I! 

jl 

: !&et, the airspecd was higher than N8845E's airspecd at that altitude. 
" :The average speed was about 150 kn. On those approaches that ended 
,, ,with a short landin'?, the airPpred at 400 feet  was  usually about 145 kn. 
: ':When plotted a s  a function of distance from the runway, several of the 
't.drspeed and altitude traces recorded during the simulated approaches 
"~rwembled p .  the traces on N8845E's FDlZ. 
i 

On most approaches, a s  the simulator descended through 400 

s..+ . Following the simulator tests, comments were solicited from 
2 .  

I the pilots. Seven of the 10 pilots who commsnted believed that their 
k,Fecognition of the effects. produced by the wind would have been delayed 
& , h d  thev disrupted their i113trumcnt flying to "go visual" dwing the 

through 400 feet. Eight of the 10 pilots believed that they might 
ashed during actual flight. 

Other Information 

Eastern Air Lines Altitude Awareness P r o c e e  

I: , i!'k : p. 17.1 
E. 
$$lot not flying the aircraft  call out the following information during 
&n instrument approach: 
&i,. 
p : 

,,i., nag scan; 

i. Eastern's altitude awareness procedures required that the 

R 

1 
(1) 1,000 feet above field elevation, airspeed, :ate 

F 
of descent, and the results of a flight instrument 

;,...,, 
2 : .  . I' . . 

( 2 )  500 feet  above field elevation, airspeed, ratr of 

flag scan; thereafter, any significant deviations 
from the desired performance: 

E) descent, and the results  of a flight instrument 
, ~ .  . . 
,. ,... 
,... 

?: . 
h, :. <: , $ . I  - '.~ 
.*,.;. 
I ,  , .  
:.. 

: 

(3) 100 feet above decision height or minimum dettcent 
.b~.  _ _  ,. altitude; and 

(4) decision height o r  minimum descent altitude. 
.., 

b&g . 

. 1  
Y 
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Air Lincs Adnlinistrativr I3u- 

During the ycar preceding the accidcnt, Eastcrn issued a 
ber of bulletins on low-lcvcl wind shear  associated with both 
derstorms and frontal-zonc wcathcr. Althouph thc bulletins were 
rmativc and co.1taincd many suggestions on how to anticipate and 

me the effects of low-lcvcl wind shear. The 
shcar, thcy did not provide specific flying 

a t  highcr approach sp?cds should bc used whcn 

eds should be avoided because of hydroplaning. 
, but  cautioned that whcn runways a r e  wet cx- 

7.3 New York Tcrminal Control Arca 

The Ncw.York City a rea  is cncloscd by a Group I terminal 

rocedures apply to a l l  oporators who enter or 
tree major commcrci.~I airports,  Kcnncdy, 

Special airborne-cquiprncnt rcquiremcnts and 

rdia, and Ncwark, a r c  includcd in thc TCA. Othcr airports 
e TCA also accommodate sign.'ficant volumcs of traffic--Teterboro, 

y srnallcr gcncral aviation airpo'vts. 
tcl~cstcr County, Rcpublic, and Morristown; thc TCA also contains 

controls .dl a i r  traffic operating under IFR procc- 
Thn New York Common I F R  Room (CIFKI1) which is locatcd 

in the New York TCA. Thc thrcc major approach control 
ea, Kcnncdy. LaCuardin. and Ncwark, a r e  locatcd in  this facility. 

Since 14 CFR 93 (K)  dcsignates tho Kcnncdy and LaCuardia 
t s  as high dcnsity traffic airports,  thc nurnbcr of takeoffs and 
s at thcsc airports is limitcd during pcriods whcn traffic 

Kcnncdy, thesc operations a r c  limited from 
aCuardia they a r c  limitcd f rom O h G O  to 2400. 

i rcraf t  must obtain a rcscrvation from ATC to 
rn the Kcrlncdy and LaCuardia Airports during 

;4 Runway Usc a t  Kcnncdy 

The Chicf of thc Air 'Traffic Division in the FAA's Eastern 
cstab1is;d the pro;cdurcs for  runway use a t  Kenxdy,  
dia, Ncwark. and Tetcrhoro Airports. The tower supervisors 

I 

I 
I 

i 
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runways in accordame withi'thcir rcspec- 
rograms: the loll~wing considcrationo were paramount: 
r d t  noisc abatement. and ( 3 )  operational ndvnntages. 
ora then coordinated bith the assistapt chief of the 

g the runway assignmnnts. The latter was responsible 

f the airports, and he was the final authority 
ed runways created the least adverse im- 

unway configurations to be used. 

The runway-use program at Kennedy Airport prck .ed for a 
computer to assist  the tower supervisor in making runv/aY selections. 

a s  to optimize noisc abatement through- 
ut derogating the safe, orderly, acd 

The program applied io all  turbujet aircraft  when the wind 

other condition which would render the sclected runwav unslitable 
ad was 15 kn or less and when there was no ice, slush, water, o r  

the intended operation. If the wind changed from one direction/ 

been in ucm for 6 hours, a new runway configuration would be 
rant or velocity category to another or if a runway combination 

e used with crosswinds up to 15 lm. The 
f runways could be rejected and another 

lectcd if: (1) The computer's selection 
c t  on adjacent airports, and (2)  one set 

ed and traffic delays of 30 minutes o r  more 

In the event of computer failure. cri teria were established 
the surface winds did not exceed 15 kn. 

ays could be selected for use  even thocgh crosswinds of 15 kn 
ted. If the rurface winds exceeded 15 In, the runway use  program 
not to be used. 

runways 3lL/R at Kennedy Airport nad 

to 1900 was a peak traffic period and 
inuse from 0718 to 1347. A t  1347, operations were changed to 

y after 1500, inbound traffic was being delayed. According to 
proach control logs. about 1510 the watch Supervisor of the 

RR rcquested that the Kennedy tower permit some of the arriving 

k was in progress on runway 31R (reciprocal runway) and that 
would accept traffic spaced 10 miles apart. A t  1539. the tower 

ffic to usc runway 13L. The control tower advised that a flight 

... 
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c on ruuway 13L 

-level traffic in- 
gan to hold inbound 

vity in the area. 

At the Safety Board's public hearing, the assistant chief of 

nerally was very 
tower cab per-  

to the northwest 
usy coordirdting 
ing northeast of 

airport. He was aware that Eestcrn 902 had abandoned i ts  approach 
r was too busy to 

way be changed. Xe stated, however, that had he known of Flight 

d was most nearly aligned W;th runway 2ZL. 

he considered them to be weak. He was very busy with his duties 
did not have time to pass either Flying Tigel. 161's report  o r  

sider a chailge of runway either belore Flight 1 6 1 ' s  and 902's 
tern 902's report to the assistant chief. He stated that he aid not 

blems o r  in response t a  Flight 161's recommendation because tne 

ennedy airport  d.;:ined 
olts Neck IrOR and t h e  

.Routes toward the northwest to the Huguenot VOR. 
A navigation fir about 32 miley east-northeast of the Kennedy Airport 
defined by the intersection of the 083O radial of the Deer Park  VOR 

'.&% and the 191° radial of the Bridgeport VOR. 

, I .  
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trument was iadicating that the surface wind was most 
th runway Z2L. H e  further stated th$,it uould take 
few minutes to 30 minutes to change thc runway. 

The local control coordinator testificd that shortly after 
600 he saw dark clouds to thc west and northwest of Kennedy. On 

ed that there  was a large thunderstorm to the west 

tuation and hc expected it to deteriorate. Abont 1551, he observed 
d that it  was moving east. He was conccrned about the weather 

official prevailing visibility to be 2 miles. He stated that a thunder- 

t during the 10 to 15 minutes before t h e  accident there was heavy 
rm with considerable lightning activity was north of the  zirport and 

ach end of runway 22L. He described the rain a s  
eyond which he could not see. He said that 

iod both he and the local controller were very busy 
und and antbound traffic. 

~~ 

y apnroach control final vector controller -stated." 
en he saw a small  thunderstorm cell centered on 

was located about rnidway between the OM and the 
a t  he was very busy with his duties, and that he had 

ived no report that wind shear had affectcd Flying Tiger 161. The 
report he had received was from Eastern 902. 

localizer COUTSC a t x l t  the time he cleared F-astcrn 66 for the ILS 

A numher of airline pilots stated that when they conduct 
Les to airports affected by weather hazards they 

decide whether to make the approach thcrnselves or to choose a 
substantially on the experiences of pilots who precede them when 

rent course 31 action. 

e r  conditiom at high density traffic airpor'.s such 
apd others, I pilot could expect substantial delays 
he chose to land on a runway other than the one 

e anticipated because ATC could not provide 

The ma:ln*;er of B-727 flight training for Eastern testified 

ATC had established a s  the runway for instrument approaches. 

ultaneous instrument approacncs to different runways. Therefore, 

e separatioc f rom the normal flow. Most pilots a r e  fantiliar with 
pilot would have to wait for ATC to rescquencs the traffic and pro- 

se delays, and their fuel supply becomes a significant factor in 
ir decisions whsther to accept the delaye, to continue !n the flow of 
ffic that -4TC has established, o r  to proceed to their alternate airpor 
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DAv+opment af Wind Shear Detection Equjpment 

The Wave Propagation Laboratory of the National Oceanic 
u d  Atmospheric Administration experimented with an acoustical 
doppler system to measure wind shear i L  a large commercial airport 

hat the system can detect and measure wind shear. However, 
ado. According to the project manager, the experiments have 

r e  needed before it can be used. Other wind shear detection 
of problems with the syster.?, additional experimentation and 

such as  lasers  and doppler radar, a r e  being considered; 
much research and development a r e  required to determine 
ibility and practicability. 

7.6 Installation of Frangible ADproach Light Tcwers 

e severe deatraction of the aircraft. The need.for frangible 
The nonfrangible approach light towers were responsible for 

ght towers on the approach paths to runways has been 
On April 5 ,  1975, the FAA issued Order No. 6850.9 on 

t frangible structures would be used for t're full length of 
roach l ight installations. AdGtionally, a retrofit pro- 
e considered if funds were available. 

sed approach 1ightir.g criteria. Among other things, the order  

The Chief, NAVAIDIRadar Facility Branch, Airway Facility 

.,.'was expected in the fiscal year 1977 budget. He stated that the towers 
..'.+currently being installed were designed to fracture at  impact speeds of 

ce. FAA, testified that funding for part  cf the retrofit program 

r and that the towers would probably fracture at speeds 
kn, depending on the type of aircraft  involved. 

2. ANALYSLS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The aircraft  was certificated. equipped, and maintained in 
procedures. There was no 
aircraft. o r  i ts  components 

ithin the eighth-stage compressor bleed a i r  systems 
All three engixas were operating normally until impact. The 

absence of debris within the thirteenth-sta.ge bleed air systems 
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icates that the N o s .  r.2 and 3 gngines were operating at  engine pressure 
B of about 1.20 or  more at  the time the debris was ingested into the 
es. The damage to the fan blades and compressor section on the 

1 engine was consistent with a high-power setting at impac;. 

The flightcrew was certificated properly and each crewmember 
had received the training and off-duty time prescribed by regulations. 
There was no evidence of medical or phjsialogical problems that might 

. have affected their performances. . . 

It is clear f rom surface weather reports, weather radar data, l 
and witness and pilot statements that a large a rea  of very strong thunder- 
storms accompanied by strong, variable, and gusty surface winds was 

., moving rapidly along the  northern perimeter of Kennedy Airport between 
1540 and 1620. The s torm area  was moving east-soetheasterly, and 

? about 1553 it began to seriously affect safe  approach operations to runway 
22L. Although the weather along the final approach course to that runway 
deteriorated rapidly from about 1550 to the time of the accident, the 
approach paths to the northwest runways remained relatively unaffected 
by the storms. Significant clues (both visual and radar)  were available 
to air traffic controllers and flightcrews alike to indicate the existence 
of these conditions on and near Kennedy Airport. ': 

i 

I 

'.. 
Given the above circumstances, two causal aspects of this 

, ,: 
;, <,: accident require discussion and analysis: (1) The weather hazards 
"i '.' 4, that existed along the approach path to runway 22L and how they affected 

..:I runway 22L were continued even though the thunderstorms a!ong the 
:' Eastern 66, and (2 )  the reason o r  reasons why approach operations to 

'r 2 &final aDDroach course were evident and hazardous wind conditions had 

k,j! 
. .. 

nir  flow is disturbed significantly within a mature thunder- 

fare dominated gemrally by vertical drafts, both up and down, which a r e  
Ibrm cell and in the air  mass  surrounding bar? cell. These disturbances 

h;;> altitudes dispiaces the warmer and less  dense air near the snrface. The 
'I created when the relativeiy cold and more dense a i r  formed at  high.:r 

i, f downdrafts, which a r e  frequently accompanied by heavy rain. can reach 
P''; vertical spceds exceeding 30 fps. The interaction between the dlescending 
:'',';: air and the earth's surface causes the flow to change from the verecal  6:: direction to the horizontal direction and creates a horizontal oucflow of 

$ 6  
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air in a1.l directions beneath the cell  and nea; the surface. The speeds 
of the vertical drafts and horizontal outflows depend on the severity of 
the storm. An aircraft  passing through, below, or  near a thunderstorm 

horizontal winds. 
cell at low altitude may encounter thesc rapidly changing vertical and 

flightpath of an airplane., forces which act on the airplane must be 
c&sidered. These forces a r e  lift,  drag, weight. and thrust. In a 

because they depend at any instant on the airplane's relative wind 
dynamic situation, changes in the l if t  and drag a r e  most significant 

vector; that is, the direction and speed of the impinging a i r  s t ream 
relative to the airplane's control axes. The airplane's weight can be 
considered a constant since it varies only as fuel is consumed. Thrust 
is related primarily to throttle position and only to a small  extent to 
the properties of the engine inlet air. 

To  analyze the effects of these rapidly changing winds on the 

. j  . . .  ~ . i .., ._ 

these forces along the aircraf t ' s  vertical and longitudinal axes. A s  
The analysis is simplfied by resolving the components of 

long as the components of the forces are bakanced, the airplane will 
remain in unaccelerated flight. however, if the forces are unbalanced, 
by the pilot's manipulation of the throttles or  flight controls or  by a 
change in the environment surrounding the airplane, the airplane will 

forces are again balanced. 
accelerate or  decelerate until a new flightpath is established and the 

When the airplane flies into a vertical wind, the transient 
change in the direction of the total wind vector, relative to the air- 
plane's entry path, causes a change in both l i f t  and drag. If the 
vertical wind's direction is downward, the l i f t  and drag will decrease 
&d the airplane will accelerate downward. The basic stability of the 
airplane will cause it to pitch nose up initially; however, the ultimate 
effect on the airplane's flightpath will be an increase in the descent 
rate relative to the ground. If the flight controls remain fixed, the 
aircraft will r?stabilize and descend with the descending'air mass. 
Thus, the change in the airplane's ra te  of descent relative to the 
ground will equal the vertic-al speed of the wind and, i f  longitudinal 
wind does not chauge, the airspeed will remain approximately constant. 

pitch attitv.de and by adding thrust to establish a climb relative to the 
The pilot can compensate for this condition by increasing t h e  airplane's 

descending air mass. He will thereby maintain the desired flightpath. 

.~ . ~ .  . .  . , I  . . . .  . . 
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horizontal wind changes abruptly, the indicated airspeed will change. 
The change is equivalent to the abrupt change in the relative wind. Both 

the forces acting along the airplane's longitudinal and vertical axes. 
l ift  and drag will also change abzuptiy and thus produce an imbalance in 

When an airplane flies into an a rea  where the direction of the 

If the airplane flies into an increasing headwind o r  a decreasing 
tailwind, the speed of the relative wind will increase. The indicated air- 

and the vertical speed will change in the positive direction. If the wind 
speed, lift, and drag will increase; the nose of the airplane will pitch up; 

increase in its performance. When the wind speed stabilizes, if thrust 
speed contimes to  chanqe, the airpkste will appear to have a positive 

of the increased drag. The airplane will decelerate and eventually will 
has not been changed, the longitudinal forces will be unbalanced because 

the initial airspeed increase by reducing thrust. If he does. the thru6t 
return to equilibrium at i ts  original airspeed. The pilot might react to 

must be reset  to prevent the airplane for decelerating to an airspeed 
lower than the original airspeed. When equilibrium is regained, how- 

by the amount of the change in the longitudinal wind component. 
ever, the airplane's speed relative to the ground will have been changed 

If the airplane flies into a decreasing headwind o r  an increasing 
tailwind, the effect will be opposite. The indicated airspeed will de- 

vertical speed will change in rhe negative direction. 
crease, lift will decrease, the airplane's nose will pitch down, aud the 

An airplane that is approaching to land is generally operated 
in a high-drag configuration but a t  a n  airspeed near that a t  which 

decrease in airspeed may not cause a significant reduction in drag, and 
minimum drag for that configuration is produced. Therefore, an abrupt 

drag may even increase. Under such conditions, the only imbalance in 
the longitudinal forces which will cause the airplane to return to 
equilibrium is that change in the longitudinal component of weight pro- 
duced by the change in the airplane's pitch attitude. Consequently, the 
increased descent ra te  which is developed will continue until the a i r -  
plane responds to positive actions from the pilot. 

The pilot must exert back pressure on the control column to 
bring the nose of the airplane up, and he must iacrease thrust. These 

produce the longitudinal force needed to accelerate the airplane to a 
actions will increase lift to  decrease the descent rate and simultaneously 

safe flying speed. 

%.. 

. 
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decreasing headwind wil l  depcnd on the magnitude of the change in wind 
speed and the abruptncss with which the change occurs. Obviously, the 
higher the speed changc a d  the shortcr thc time interval irvolved, the 
greater the effect on the airplane's flightpath. 

The severity of the effccts produced by an encountcr with a 

Other significant factors include the airplane's entry airspeed, 
its configuration, and its flight characteristics under such condYans. 

dicated airspeed of 155 kn wil- d p e r i e n c e  1e.s~ loss of lift and will develop 
For example, a jet transport which encounters the wind change at an in- 

a lower initial descent rate tila.. the same airplane which encountqrs the 
condition at 140 kn. Also, a smaller aircraft ,  with a lower wing loading, 
and operating with a higher rel.ative airspeed margin between approach 
and staC speeds, will likely be less  affected than the large transport. 
Therefore, the p3ot of a jet  transport  who flies at a higher-than-normal 
approach speed and the pilot of a small airplane who flies at a normal 
approach speed may be able to stop the rate of  descent imposed 011 their 
a i rcraf t  quicker, with lower control forces, and with l ess  thrust addition 
than the pilot of a jet transport who flies a t  normal approach speed. 

A s  illustrated above, passage t h r c q h  either a downdraft o r  
a decreasing headwind can tiingularly be haz:krdc.ur; however, when com- 
bined, the two conditions prad-Ice an even more critical situation, A 
mature thunderstorm cell cor .ains both. A s  the airplane approaches 
the storm, it encounters the influence of the 'lorizontal outflow in the 
opposite direction of flight a s  an increasing Iheadwind; a s  the flight 
continues, it passes below the s to rm sad  through the peak downdraft. 
Almost immediately, the change in direction of the horizontal outflow 
will affect the aircraft  a s  an  abrupt decrease o r  loss of headwind. The 

pilot might reduce power when he senses the positive performance 
sequence of the wind change can be particularly dangerous since the 

plane may already be power deficient when it encounters the downdraft 
effect caused by the initially increasing headwind. Therefore, the  a i r -  

performance is compounded. 
and ioss of headwind; thus, their negative effect on the airplane's 

The Safety Board concludes from the evidence that Eastern 
66 and at least four of the flights which preceded it encountered abrupt 
changes in the vertical and horizontal winds on the approach path to 
runwav 22L. 
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airplane wa8 affr.ctpd by a slicht headwind and little o r  no vertical winds. 
While the airplane descuadt:d ~ n d  approached the strongcst.cclls of the 
thundersiortn, it  was influcnccd hy the vertical winds xnd tho horizontal 
c,utflov. The increase in headwind of  about 15 kn m d  possihly an up- 
d-aft pror!uccd a reduction in thc rate of desccnt and thc ai7plar.e moved 
slightly abave the glidepath as it descended between 600 fec t and 500 feet. 
W-hen the f l gh t  descended throurh 500 feet, about 8,000 feet from t h e  
runway threshold, the airplane was passing intcj thc most s e r e r e  part  of 
the storm. The vertical draft  changed to a downdraft of about 16 ips 

through 400 feet, Lhe downdraft velocity increased to about 21 fps and 
s.nd the hcadwind diminished about 5 kn. As the airplane descended 

the  pirplane began to descend rapidly below the glideslope. Almost 
oimultaneously, the change in the direction of the horizontal outflow 
produced J 15-kn decreas? in thc airplane's headwind component, which 
caused the airplane to lose more lift and to pitch nose down. Conse- 
quently, the descent rate increased. 

When Eaatcrn 66 was tracking the ~ l idcs lope  ncar thsOM, the . -~ 

~~ 
~ 

902, Finnair 105, and N240V were similar but possibly less severe 
The wind conditions enco!mtereJ by Flying Tiger 161, Eastern 

than those encountered by Eastera 66. All of these flights managcd to 
regotiate the conditions without mishap, but not without difficulty. The 
captain of Flying Tiger 161 stated that after he recognized the shear he 
needed near maximum thrust to keep his aircraft  from losing altitudc. 
At that point, he was not sure of his a i rcraf t ' s  missed-approach capability 
and he had to continue tc a landing. 

trated the area of the most severe'wind changes. Therefcre, he was 
flying his a i rcraf t  solely by reference to flight instruments. It is 

ward acceleration of h i s  a i rcraf t  and responded with the adJition of 
obvious from the DFDR t races  that hc immediately recognized the down- 

thrust  and noseup pitch changcs. Nevertheless, the aircraft descended 
about 120 feet  below the glideslope and within about 70 feet of the elevation 
of the approach lights. 

The pilot of Eastern 902 had no forward visibility when he pene- 

and added 20 to 25 kn to his  normal approach reference airspeed. Al- 
The pilot of Finnair 105 anticipated the adverse wind conditions 

though h e  too experienced an increase in the  rate of descent a s  a result 
of the downdraft and horizontal wind changcs, the total effect and control 
corrections required to decrease the rate of descent were probably 
lessened by the higher airspeed. The pilot apparently detected the effect 
of the wind and responded rapidly to maintain flightpath control. 
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Likewise, the pilot of N240V, a neechcraft Baron, was able to 
limit the altitude loss caused by the wind conditions with less  difficulty 
because of the different flight characteristics of h i s  sldlaller a i rcraf t  
and because he was flying it a t  a higher-than-normal approach speed. 

The flightcrew of Eastern 66 was made aware of the adverse 
wind conditions by Eastern 902's report  on wind shear, and they, too, 
added 10 to 15 kn to their normal approach reference speed. Both 
theory and simulator test results indicate that increasing final approach 
airspeed i n  advantageous when an aircraft  is flying through dynamic wind 

ous situation for  landing, particularly when the runway is wet. Since the 
condi2ons. However, too much airspeed can lead to a potentially hazard- 

captain of Eastern 66 inquired about the braking conditions, he was con- 
cerned about stopping the s i rcraf t  after landing. Therefore, after con- 

the addition of a 10- to 15-kn airspeed margin was reasonable. Simu- 
sidering all of the approach condition3, the Safety Board believes that 

lator tes ts  showed that  even with th i s  airspeed margin, the pilot must 

then must make rapid and pronounced pitch attitude and thrust changes 
recognize imrncdiately the aircraf t ' s  descent below the glideslope. He 

t6 stop the aircraf t ' s  descent and prevent impact short of the runway. 

There were no voice comments or  sounds, until shortly before 
impact, which indicated that the flightcrew was either aware of o r  con- 

the captain probably was looking outside, because about 6 seconds before 
cerned about the increased rate  of descent. Throughout the time period, 

the rate of descent began to increase he called "I have approach lights" 
and about 7 seconds af ter  the rate began to increase he called "runway 
in sight. 'I At the time of the  latter call, the airplane was descending 

twice the distance that would have produced a full-scale "fly up" indi- 
rapidly through 150 feet and Wac about 80 feet below the  glideslope-- 

cation on the related flight instruments if the glideslope signal was 
reliable. The Safety Board believes that the first officer's immediate 
response, "I got it, ' 1  to the captain's identification of the runway indi-' 
cates that the f i rs t  officer also had probably been looking outside o r  
wao alternating his  scan between the flight instruments and the approach 
lights. Although the aircraft  was in heavy rain, the absence of signi- 
ficant turbulence might have caused him to underestimate the severity 
of the winds' effects. 

L 

a 

Even though the first officer might have detected some of the 
glideslope, airspeed, and rate  of descent excursions, simulator tests 
suggested that he probably reacted with insufficient thrust and pitch 

, 
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ences. These tcsts'showed that large pitch and thrust changes were 
corrections to all:er the excursions before he owitched to visual refcr-  

needed to stop the descent. and that the pilots often applied less sufficient 

thcir  reluctance to al ter  their instrument scan to verify the thrust 
changes than were needed because of the control forccs involved and 

settings. 

too late how rapidly they were descending and t!lc magnitude of the 
corrections which were needed to stop the dceccnt. By the time the 
first officer called for takeoff thrust, impact was incvitable. 

Because of the low visibility, the flightcrcw probably realized 

The Safety Board ?=cognizes the tendency of the pilot who is 

ments to visual references. In fact, this tcndency is probably greater 
flying the a i rcraf t  to transfer a t  the earl iest  opportunity f rom instru- 

because the I L S  glideslope is designated.as unuszble below 200 feet. 
on approaches to runways like runway 22L at the Kenncdy Airport 

However, the Safety Board continues to believe that the visual refez- 
ences available to a pilot under conditims of rain and reduced 
visibility a r e  often inadequate to provide timely recognition of flight- 
p.=.th deviations, such a s  those which can occur .when traversing adverse 
wind conditions. This accident and others likc i t  emphasize the need 
for air ca r r i e r s  to educate their flightcrews on the effect of a wind shear 

lated to flightcrew duties. The Safety Board believes that these proce- 
encounter, and to review instrument approach procedures which a re  re-  

until sufficient exterior references are visible tu provide vertical 
dures should s t r e s s  that at least one pilot must scan the instruments 

guidance. Also, the Safety Board believes that  rcsearch must be 
continued to develop a better method to transition f rom instrument 
flight to visual flight. High intensity VASI's on al l  runways served by 
instrument approaches, the "heads-up" displays, and the monitoring 
of flight instruments until. touchdown as practiced by some air ca r r ie r s  
are three concepts that a:>pear promibing. 

Even with these landing aids, an approach which places an a i r -  
plane in o r  near a thunderstorm a t  low altitude is hazardous. The 
wind conditions which might  exist can place the airplane is a position 
from which recovery is impossible--even if both the pilot and the air- 
p b n e  perform perfectly. The number of recent approach and landing 
accidents which have been causcd by the airplanc's passage through o r  
near  localized thunderstorm cells indicatcs that many pilots and a i r  
traffic controllers do not have the proper appreciation for the hazards 
involved. 

I 

i 
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Approach Operations to Runway 22L- 

22L was obvious and cince there was a relatively clear approach  pa^ 
Since the thunderstorm astride the localizer course t o  runway 

to a t  least  one of the northwest runways (31L), the Safety Board sought 
to determine why approach operations to runway ;:ZL were continued, 
particularly after both pilots and controllers had been warned that severe 
wind shear condi1:iol.s existed along the final approach to the runway. 

According to the Kenaedy tower local controller, he did not 
consider a runway change, either before o r  after h e  received the 

were most nearly aligned with runway 22L. He further s+Ated that 
recommendation from Flying Tiger 161, because the surface winds 

he was.too busy to pass the recommendation to the assistant tower 
chief who was responsible for  initiating runway changes. Although 
the runwdy-use program did not require that rullway selection be based 

permitted, another s e t  of runways be used for  noise abatement because 
on alignment with the wind. the cri teria did require that, i f  conditions 

because noise abatement favored the use of runways 22LlR. which were 
runways 31LIR had been in use for   no re than 6 hours. Therefore, 

most nearly aligned with the wind, the control tower pereonnel apparently 
believed that they were operating with the best runway configuration. 

activity been evalus.ted properly, it should ha.ve been apparent that the 
approach to runway 22L was unsafe and that approaches to that runway 
should have been discontinued. The Safety Board believes that ATC 
did not consider a runway change either before o r  after the Flying Tiger 
captain's recommendation because a change of runways would have 

heavy workload. 
further increased traffic delays and would have increased the already 

' However, the Skfety Board concludes that had the thunderstorm 

When operating at capacity, the a i r  traffic system in a high 
density terminal area tends to res is t  changes that disrupt o r  further 

unless they can be absorbed a t  departure terminals o r  within the 
delay the orderly flow of traffic. Delays have a compounding effect 

en route systetr.. Consequently, controllers and pilots tend to keep 
the traffic moving. particularly the arr ival  traffic because delays 
involve the consumption of fuel and tardy or missed connections with 
other flights, which could lead to furtllrr complizations. As weather 
conditions worsen, the systcm becomes even less flexible. 



,. 
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air operations, under current regulations and procedures. the pilot-in- 
command is the final authority on whether he will pursue a certain coursa 
of action, including whether he will conduct an instrument approach 
through a thunderstorm o r  other adverse conditions. 

Although ATC has major respondibilitie8,in the safe conduct of 

In view of the above, the Safety Board sought to determine why 
the  captain of Eastern 66 continued his approach to runway 22L. The 
captzin had rcceived only one report of adverse conditions--the report 
from Eastern 902. This report  apparently disturbed the c.aptain 

uome degree ("I wonder i f  they're covering for  .hemselves"). Had the 
(". . . this is asinine"). but it  a lso  apparently W ~ I I  quickly rationalized ta 

captain known that two flights had reported adveree ccnditions, 
rationalization probably would have been more clifficult. However, had 
h e  decided to make his approach to a different runway, be probably 
w a d d  have been delayed up to an additional 30 minutes bscause simul- 
t:meous instrument approach operations could not be  conducted to two 
different runways. A 30-minute delay would have reduced substantially 
his fuel reserve ot about 1 hour. Considering tke thu:tderstorm activity 
affecting th- New York City area ,  including his alternate airport, 
LaCuardia,  hi^ fuel reserve would have been minimal. 

/ It is uncertain when the captain of Eastern 66 his final de- 
cision to continue the approach. He apparently had not made a final 
determination when the flight was 5 miles from the OM and was cleared 

let you know about conditions. '' Also. about a minute later. he ex- 
for the approach because he told the final vector controller, '', . . we'll 

plained to the first officer, "I have the radar on standby in case I need 
it.. .", which suggests he was thinking about the possibility of either 
not making the approach or having to abandon it. However, because 
pilots commonly rely on the degree of succe'3ses achieved by pilots of 
preceding flights when they a r e  confronted with common hazards, it 

on the progress of the two flights which were immediately ahead of 
i s  likely that he  continued the approach pending receipt of information 

him. By the time the second of these two flights had landed without 
reported difficulty, the captain of Eastern 66 was apparently con,- 
' mitted to the approach, which discloses the hazards of a reliance on 

weather conditions exist. Within minutes. fli& conditions can change 
the success of pilots of preceding flights when dynamic and severe 

drastically in o r  near mature thunderstorma. Moreover, pilot and . 
controller workloads, and communication frequency congestion. can 
lead to omissions and assumptions, and confusion about who ia aware 
of what. 
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In summary, the accident involving Eastern 66 and the near- 

of an underastimation of the significance of relatively severe and 
accidents involving Flying Tiger 161 and Eastern 902 were the -results 

part ies involved in the movement of air traffic in the airspace system. 
dynamic weather conditions il a high density terminal a rea  by all 

The Safety Board, therefore, believes that no useful purpose would be 
servbd by dwelling critically on indi+.i.dual artions o r  judgments within 
the system, but that the actions and judgments required to correct and 
improve the system should be reviewed. A l l  parts  of the system must 
recognize the serious hazards tha! a r e  associated with thunderstorms 
in tarminal areas. A better means of providing pilots with more 
timely weather information must be designed. 

Air traffic controllers and their supervisors must closely follow 
the development and movement of severe weather conditions by gathering, 

visual ,  pilot reports. and weather reports--60 that appropriate action 
assimilating, and disseminating information from all sources--radar. 

that thunderstorms and other dynamic weather conditions which develop 
can be planned before a i r  safety is threatened. ATC must recognize 

within, o r  move intu, terminal a reas  may seriously disrupt the safe 
flow of traffic. When these conditions appear likely, ATC must be 
capable of adjustin!: the flow of traffic into terminal areas  so that timely 
actions and rational judgment6 in the interest of a i r  safety a r e  primary 
t o  moving the traffic. 

Pilots must exercise more independent judgments wnen they a re  
confronted with severe weather conditions in the terminal areas. They 

veloping and maturing thunderstorms a r e  dynamic and can change 
must recognize that the conditions within, under, o r  near rapidly de- 

In particular, they must recognize and avoid low-?.ltitude hazards 
significantly within a ehort distance o r  within a short time, o r  both. 

associated with thunderstorms along o r  near the approach path. 

and timely forecasting and reporting of severe weather conditions. The 
NWS must emphasize the determination of thunderrtorrn severity and 
must wcurately project thunderstorm development and movement, 
particularly in o r  near high density terminal areas. The NWS must 
provide this information and other weather radar information to the 
air traffic control system in a timely manner. As a corollary, thc 
improved location of weather radar equipment is needed. particularly 
in high density terminal areas. 

Air ca r r i e r  and NWS forecasters  must emphasize the accurate 
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Tile S n i d y  E u u d  atreba-:a the continuing need for a i r  c a r r i e r  

operations managcra and dispatchcrs, in conjunction with captains of 
fligltts destined for h igh  density terminal areas ,  to plan their operations 
to take into account the extensive delays that might become necessary 
when severe weather conditions exist o r  a r e  forecasted in the areas. 
Thcse delays must be predicted conservatively and procedures developed 
to cope with them, partlcularly i f  i t  is likely that the captain might have 
to choosc a nonroutine course of action to avoid penetration of thunder- 
stornis. 

Finally, rcliabla wind shear detection equipment is needed at 
commercial airports. However, several  years of research may be 

In the meantime?. flighkcrews must be  trained to  recog'nize meteorological 
needed before a reliable system can be developed and made operational. 

wind shear should be emphasized. Similarly, A?C supervisors and 
conditions conducive to wind shear and flight techniques to overcome 

controllers must learn that lo-*-altitude wind shear is a serious hazard 
to al l  aircraft  particularly to large jet  transports, and that a i r  traffic 
operations should be conducted to avoid the phenomenon whenever 
possible. 

During the past 7 years,  the Safety Board has made a number of 

of wind shear detection equipment has been emphasized, limited oper- 
recommendations in the preceding areas.-!/ Although the development 

ational progress  has been made. Additionally, little progress has heen 
made in the a r ea s  of: (1) The dissemilation of radar-detected severe 
weather information to the air traffic control system, (2) the formal 
training of flightcrews in the  recognition of wind shear and the  techniques 
for coping with -.vind shear, and (3)  timely and accurate forecasts of d n d  
shear. 

------ ----- 
-. 7/  !(cport X o s .  N'LSJ;-/~~\lt-74-5, O m r k  Air Lines, Inc., Fdim':ild 

I!illcr Fli-217).3, N4.!15, near L i w  Lmi!xr~-St.  Louis h.LernaLiona1 
Airport, St. Louis, hlo., Jcly 23, 1973; and NTSH-Am-74-14, 
ILerin Lincar Ac.reas De Eapma, (Iberian fiirlines) McDonnell 
I)ous,:l.?s DC-10-?O, LC CRN, Lo::zn l .~~ t r rn~ . t iona l  Airport, Hoston, 
M;.ss.; Decemhcr 17, 1773. 

E. R. A. U. 19 RY 
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2 . 2  Conclusions 

(a) Findings 

1. 
*- 

2.  

,4 3* 

4. 

5 .  

Therc'was no evidence of a malfunction or failure 
of the a i rcraf t ' s  s:ructure, f l ight  instruments, 
flight controls, o r  powerplants before impact with 
the approach light towers. 

Eastern 66 was conducting an ILS approach to runway 
22L at the Kennedy Airport; the first officer was fly- 
ing the aircraft. . 

When Eastern 66 approached the airport, a very 
strong thunderstorm. was located along the 'bcalizer 
course near the MM. 

The pilots of Flying Tiger 161 and Eastern 902 re-  
ported that hazardous wind shear conditions existed 
on the final approach to runway 22L. 

Eastern 66 received Eastern 9 0 2 ' s  report  on the wind 
shear but did not receive Flying T i g e r  161's report. 

Wnile penetrating the thunderstorm bdween 600 and 

wind of about 15 kn; about 500 feet, it  encountereJ 
500 feet, Eastern 66 encountercd an increased head- 

a downdraft of about 16 fps. F3etwee.l 500 feet and 
400 feet, the headwhd diminished about 5 kn; a t  400 
feet, the downdraft increased to about 21 fps, and 
the headwind dccrezsed about 15 kn within 4 seconds. 

A t  400 feet the a i rcraf t  began to descend rapidly 
below the glideslope because of the downdraft and 
decrcased hea.dwind. 

About 400 feet, the captain stated that he had the 
approach l ights in  sight, and he directed the first 
officer to remai.n on instrument references. 

In response to the captain's direction, the first 
officer replied that he was remaining on instruments; 
however, he probably began transitioning to the 
visual references he would need to .complete the 
approach. 

. . .. , , . . . . .. . . . . . . .  . .  
, .  . 
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10. Aliho11gh th.7 f irst  officer might have applied pitch 
and thrust changes to correct  for the a i rc r i f t ' s  
deviation be1c.r (!le p?idcslopc. any changes ,made 
WCI'C insufficient to al ter  significantly the aircraIl 's 
high rate of descent and reduced airspeed. 

k 
11. The fli&htcrcw probably did not recognize the 

deviation below the normal approach path until a 
high descent rate had developed because of their 
reliance on visual references which were obscured 
by heavy rain and low visibility. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

.)G- 
16. 

17. 

I 

12. By the time the flightcrew recognized the aircraft 's  
dangerously low altitude, impact w;.*.h the approach 
light towers was inevitable because of the aircraft 's 
high ra te  of descent. 

, . .  , 

Simulator tests  showcd that approximately 9' of 
noscup pitch change was neeZed to stop the aircraft 's 
high rate of descent; also, tests showed that pilots 
applied less pitch change than was needed and were 
hesitant to divert their instrunarnt scan to verify 
that sufficient thrust hac .. -en ac'ded to con~pensate 
for the airspeed loss. 

The simulator tests  were inconclusive a s  to whether 
the flightcrew could have avoided the Accident had 
they relied on and responded rapidly to the flightpath 

instruments. 
devintiLw which were probably evident on their flight 

The flightcrew of Eastern 66 and the a i r  traffic con- 
trollers were aware of the thunderstorm activity on 
the localizer course to runway 22L. 

The terminal a i r  traffic system a t  Kenncdy Airport 
was operating a t  capacity for a t  least  30 minutes 
before the accident, and the a i r  traffic controllers 
were very busy. 

After 155 1, only one 'runway could be used for landing 
because IFR weather conditions prevailed. 

~. 

I 
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20. 

21. 
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I?t leas t  one of the northwest runways (31L) w a s  

thunderstorms. 
reht ively  unexposed to the influences of the 

Even though thunderstorm hazards were visible on 
the approach path, neither the pilots of inbound 
flights nor a i r  trpffic control took action to discon- 
tinue the initiation of approaches to runway 22L or 
to change the 1anding runway. 

The accident was not survivable because the fuselage 
almost completcly disintegrated and I.he occupant 
restraint  systems failed. The unrestrained occupants 
collided with numerous objects and raccived multiple 
extreme impact injuries. 

The fire department's rapid r.csponse,and application , 

nine of the passengers who ultimatcly survived. 
of f i re  extinguishing agents prevented fatal burns to 

The nonfrangible approach l ight  towers cautied 
extensive damage to the aircraft.  

~. 

~~ 

(b) Probable Cause ' 

The National Transportation Safety Board detcrn.ines that the 
probable cause of this accident was the a i rcraf t ' s  encounter with adverse 
winds associated with a very strong thunderstorm located astride thc ILS 
localizer course, which resulted in a high descent rate into the non- 

and correction of the high descent rate were probably associated with 
frangible approach light towers. The flightcrew's recognition 

their reliance upon visual cues rather than on flight instrument re fe r -  
ences. However, the adverse winds might have been too severe for a 
suecessful approach and landing even had they relied uvon and responded 
rapidly to the indications of the flight instruments. 

Contributing to :he accident was the continued csc of runway 22L 

and the flightcrew that  a severe  weather hazard existed along llrc 
when it should have become evident to bcth a i r  traffic control personnel 

approach path. 

c 

, 

I 

i 

! 
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

4 s  a resu’t of it.s investigation of this accident, the National 
Transporlation Safety Board has issued the foJ.lowing recommendations 
to the Administrator, Federal Aviation Adnlinistraho.1: 

“1. 

“2. 

“3. 

&!‘4- 

“5 .  

- . .. 

Conduct a research program to define and classify the 
level of flight hazard of thunderstorms using specific 
cr i ter ia  for the severity of a thunderstorm and the 
magnitude of change of the wind speed components ... ea- 
sured a s  a function of distance along an airplane‘s 
departure o r  approach flight track and establish 
operational limitations’based upon there criteria. 

Expedite the program to develop and install equipment 
which would facilitate the detection and classification, 
by severity, of thunderstorms within 5 nmi of the  depar- 
ture  of threshold ends of active runways a t  airports 
having precision instrument approaches. 

Install equipmcnc capable of detecting variations in 
the speed of the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical 
components of the winds as they exist dong  the pro- 
jected tzkeoff and approach flightpaths within 1 nmi 
of the ends of active runways which serve air carr ier  
aircraft. 

Require inclusioll of the  wind ‘shear penetration 

in the airplane’s operations manual, and require that 
capability of an airplane as an operational limitation 

pilots apply this limitation as a criterion for the 
initiation of a takeoff from, or  an approach to, an 
airport  where equipment is available to measure the 

in  wind velocity. 
severity of a thunderstorm or  the magnitude of change 

As an interim action, install equipment capable of 
measuring and transmitting to tower operators the 

mediate vicinity of all runway ends and install lighted 
speed and direction of the surface wind in the L m -  

windsocks near to t h e  side of the runway, appro&- 
mately 1,000 feet from the ends, at airports serving 

- air ca r r i e r  operations. 



'16. 

"7. 

"8. 

"9. 

"10. 

"r 1 . 
18 
"12. 

"13. 
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Develop and in3titute procedures whereby approach 
controllers, tower controllers, and pilots a r e  pro-'-- 
vided timely informaticin regarding the existence of 
thunderstorm activity near to departure o r  approach 
flightpaths. 

Revise appropriate air  traffic control procedures to 
specifiy that the location and severity of thunder- 
s torms be conaidered in the cri teria for selecting 
active runways. 

programs to include information concerning the effect 
Modify or expand air  traffic controller training 

that winds produced by thunderstorms can have on an 
airplane's flightpath control. 

Modify initial and recurrent pilot training programs 
and tests  to require that pilots demonstrate their 
knowledge of the low-level wixd conditions associated 
with mature thunderstorms and of the potential effects 
these winds might have on an airplane's performance. 

Expedite the program to develop, in cooperation with 
appropriate, Government agencies and industry, typical 
models of environmental winds associated with mature 
'hunderstorms which can be used for demonstration 
purposeo in pilot training simulators. 

P la rc  greater emphasis on the hazards of low-level 
flight through thunderstorms and on the effects of 
wind shear encounter in the Accident Prevention 
Program for the benefit of genera? aviation pilots. 

Expedite the research to develop equipment and 
procedures which would permit a pilot to transition 
from instrument to visual references wi*out degra- 
dation of vertical guidance during the final segment 
of an instrument approach. 

Expedite the research to develop an airborne detection 
device which will alert  a pilot to the need for rapid 
corrective measures a s  an airplane encounters a wicd 
shear  condition. 
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"14. Expedite the development of a program leading ta the 
production of accurate and timely forecasts of wind 
shear in the terminal area. ' 1  

BY THE P!-&-TI@NAL TR.\NSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD 

/ S I .  WEBSTER B. TODD, JR. - 
Chairman 

. I s /  _FRANCIS H. McADAMS 
Member 

/ a /  LOUIS M. THAYER 
Member 

. ,  Is/, ISABEL .. A. . . BURGESS ,, . 

/ E /  WILJAAM R. HALEY 
Member 

~ ~~ 

March 12. 1976 
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APPENDIX A 

INVESTIGATION AND HEARING- 

1. Investigation 

dent about 1630 on June 24, 1975. The Safety Doard immediately dispatchod 
The National Transportation Safety Board was notified of the acci- 

an investigative team to the scene. Investigative groups were established 
for operations, a i r  traffic control, witnesses, weather, hun~an factors, 
atructures. powerplants, systems, flight data recorder, maintenance 
records. cockpit voice recorder, and aircraft performance. 

Part ies to the investigation were: The Federal Aviation Admini- 
stration. Eastern Air Lines, hc., The Bocing Company, Air Line Pilots 
Association, P r a t t  and Whitney Division of United Aircraft Csporat ion,  
Transport Workers Union, International Association of Machin;?ts and 
Aerospace Workers, Professional A i r  Traffic Controllers Organization, 
and Airline Dispatchers Association. Special observers to the investi- 
gation were: The Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Por t  Authority of 
Now York and New Jersey. and American Association of Airport 
Ekecutivea. 

i 

.~ . . . . . - ,  

2. Hearing c 

New York, on September I: f:hrough 12, 1975. Part ies to the hearing 
were: The Federal Aviation Administration, A i r  Line Pilots Associ- 

Air  Lines, Inc., and the National Weather Service. 
ation, Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization, Eastern 

A public hearing was held in the Roosevelt Hotel, New Bork, 

I 
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APPENDIX B 

CREW INFORMATION 

Captain John W. Kleven 

Captain Kleven, 54, was employed a s  a rncchanic by Eastern 
Air Lines on July 1, 1940. From February 1942 to October 1945, he 
served i n  the armed forces, and he returned to  Eastern on October 13, 
1945. He assumed duties as a pilot on December 4, 1953, =XI he be- 
came a captain on B-727 ai rcraf t  on July 10, 1968. 

308477 with type ratings in L-188. Martin 202/404. B-727 and DC-8 
aircraft.  He had commercial privileges with airplane single-engine 
and multiengine landing ratings. ' He held Mechanics Certificate No. 
123502. He held a f irst-class medical certificate dated December 15, 
1974, with the limitation that he wear rekding glasses while flying. 

Captain Kleven held Airline Transport Pilot Certificatc No. 

Captain Kleven had accumulated about 17,381 flight-hours, 
2,813 of which were in the B-727. He passed a proficiency check on 
April 10, 1975, and a line check on April 3, 1975. In the 30;. 60-, 
and 90-day periods preceding ;he accident he flew 66:57, 133:37, and 
201:32 hours, respectively, in the B-727. 

First Officer William Eberhart 

First Officer Eberhart, 34, was employed by Eastern Air Lines 
on July 5, 1966. He held Airline Transport  Pilot Certificate No. 1581111 
and commercial privileges in airplane single-engine and multiengine l a d  
ratings. He  held Flight Engineer Certificate Na. 1716000 for turbojet 
aircraft ,  and a first-class medical certificate which was issued with no 
limitations on August 30, 1974. He passed J. proficiency check on 
February 21, 1975, and a line check on March 19, 1975. 

4,327 of which were in the 3-727. During the 30-. 60-, and 90-day 
periods preceding the accicient he flew 68:07, 1 3 2 C c - a n d  212:41 hours,' 
respectively, in the B-727.9 

First Officer Eberhmt had accumulated about 5,063 flight-hours. 
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Second Officer Gary M. Ceurin 

on January 8, 1968. He held Commercial Pilot Certificate No. 1751173 
with airplane single engine land and instrument ratings. He held Flight 

His  f irst-class medical ccrtificate was issucd with no limitations on 
Engineer Certificate No. 1837806 with turboprop and turbojct ratings. 

January 31. 1975. 

Second Officer Geurin, 31. was employed by Eastern A i r  Lines 

Second Officer Ceurin passed a proficiency check on May 28, 
1975. and he was taking a line check on the day of thc accident. During 
the 30-, 6 0 - ,  2nd 90-day periods preceding the accident. he flew 34:25, 

hours, 3,123 01 which were in the I3-727. 
84:57. an6 132:41 hours, respectively. He had a total of 3,910 flight-.. 

Second Officer Pe te r  .I. McCullouSh 

Second Officer McCullough, 33, was employed by Eastern Air 
Lines on Yovember 16, 1970. He held Commercial Pilot Ccrtificatc 
No. 1709782 with airplane rnulticngine land and instrument ratings. He 
held Flight Engineer Certificate N’3. 2074194 with turboprop and turbojct 

on January 31, 1975. He had a total of 1.767 flight-hours in civil aircraft ,  
ratings. His f irst-class medical certificate was issued with no limitations 

Reserve and had a total of 3,602 military flight-hours, 1,379 of which 
676 of which were in the D-727. He was a pilot in the U. S .  A i r  Force 

were in C-141 a i rc ra f t  and 1,973 were in S-52 aircraft. 

November 16, 1975, and a line check on March 11, 1975. During the 
30-, 60-, and 90-clay periods preccd.ing the accident, he flew 35, 60, 
and 137 hours, respectively. Second Officer Mciullough was a flight 
check engineer and w a s  giving Second Officer Geurin his annual line 
check on the day of the accident. 

Second Officer McCullough passed a proficiency check on 
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APPCN PIX C 

AIRCRAFI’ INFORMATION -- 

10, 1970. and ~ a ’ *  assigned eerial  Yo. 20443. It had accumulated about 
N8845E was manufactured by The Boeing Compary on November 

12,206 hours time in servicc. 

fan engines. Pertinent engine data are as follows: 

Position Serial  No. Total Time Total Cycles Time Since Restoration 

N8845E was powered by three Prat t  a.?d Whitney JT8D-7A hrrbo- 

1 P649006B 28,600 24.837 3,636 

2 P649601B 25,272 20,941 2,445 

3 P657165B 19,011 16,492 2,110 
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